
RESEARCH PAPERS ON DATA MINING IN E COMMERCE

Data mining has matured as a field of basic and applied research in computer science in general and e-commerce in
particular. In this paper.

Web server logs l were originally meant for debugging the server software. The most successful approach
towards reducing user-perceived latency has been the extraction of path traversal patterns from past users
access history to predict future user traversal behavior and to prefetch the required resources. Such a process
must involve some or all of the following tasks and activities [6]. Approaches including sessionising the web
logs information may yield better results. In order to support the robust functioning of the system it possesses
certain characteristics such as heterogeneity, costing infrastructure availability, presence of a generic
optimization engine, security and extensibility. Krishnaswamy, A. In the context of web transactions, Markov
chains can be used to model transition probabilities between page views. Loke, "An architecture to support
Intelligence MCm distributed data mining services in e-commerce environments," in Advanced Issues of
investigated. We now summarize their fmdings on the technical issues here. To address some of these
problems, data are cleaned by organization. In the proposed system, a centralized server information on custOI
collects proprietary site-specific spatial data from subscribed businesses as well as relevant may yield better
resll data from public and commercial sources and integrates knowledge in order to provide log the user
related a, valuable management information to subscribed customers. Consider an on-line store like http:www.
Mohamad [8] succe'ss of M. It also highlights some of the benefits of DM to e-commerce companies in terms
of merchandise planning, sale forecasting, basket analysis, customer relationship management and market
segmentation which can be achieved with the three data mining algorithms. Jeng and Y. Springer Heidelberg,
NewYork. They divide each customer profile into three parts: basic profile learned from customer
demographic data; preference profile learned from behavioral data, and rule profile mainly referring to
association rules. It may be wise to generate appropriate logs by conducting random sampling, as is done in
statistical quality control. Their approach is useful in detennining determining the most profitable customers,
the difference between buyers and non-buyers, identification of website parts that attract most visits, parts of
website that are session killers, parts of the site that lead to the most purchases, identifying the typical path of
customers that leads to a purchase or otherwise etc. To informed by business knowledge to produce useless
results for reasons like the above. Abstract : This pa , Later, we also highlighted architectural and
implementation issues.


